
 

 

Psychology and Criminal Justice 
 

The criminal Justice system: A flow of processes 

 
 

Designed to get best results every time.  

 

 Innocence Project: 317 people exonerated in the US 

 

Possible problems include (but are endless): 

 -A rush to convict 

 -Pressure from the public 

 -We place too much trust in the system 

 -Human error 

  

 

Everyone responds to and perceives situations differently 

 



 

 

Understanding how people react to certain procedures (eg. a certain interview style may 

cause increased false convictions.) enables us to change the system to reduce the 

likelihood of errors 

 

 

 

To conduct research in psychology or crim justice, you will follow several steps: 

1. Read theory and past research 

 -What has been investigated before 

 -What were past limitations 

2. Formulate a hypothesis 

3. Choose a research design 

 -Experimental or correlational 

  Experimental research is a systematic and scientific approach to the  

  scientific method where the scientist manipulates variables 

  Correlational: quantitive method of research where 2 or more quantitive  

 variables and are trying to work out the relationship between them 

 

4. Conduct research in a systematic, objective manner 

 -Many tests 

5. Draw conclusions regarding the findings of your research 

 -Prove reliability and validity 

 

Eye Witness Memory  
 

Eye witness Testimony 

 -One of the most persuasive forms of evidence presented during a trial 

 -Can be highly unreliable 

 -Innaccurate eyewitness testimony greatest cause of wrongful conviction 

 -Inaccurate eyewitness testimony has played a role in 72% of convictions 

 overturned by DNA testing 

 

 



 

 

The Innocence Project 

 -More than 300 exonerated in the US alone by DNA testing 

 -18 of these served time on death row 

 -On average, these people spent 13 years in prison before exonerated and  

 released 

 

Double Failure of the Criminal Justice system 

 -Innocent person convicted 

 -Guilty person remains free to commit further crime. Not incappacitated 

 

 Reliability: 

  -The ability to consistently identify the person of interest as the  

 perpetrator 

 

 Validity 

  -The ability of the witness to make an identification on the basis of 

  their memory of the perp and not on the basis of extraneous factors 

 

Reconstructive nature of memory 

-Memory not like video. People focus attention selectively on certain aspects of 

 people and events 

-When recalling info people fill in the ‘gaps’ with info they think happened 

 

Three stages of memory 

 -Encoding  

 -Storage    

 -Retrieval  

 

Attributional Biases 

 -Influences way people perceive, interpret and remember people/events 

 -Expectations can lead to interpret the same crime differently 



 

 

 

Schemas 

 -Cognitive systems that help organise and make sense of the world 

 -Eg how was the doctor/woman dressed? These will change how you 

 remember 

 

Stereotypes 

 -Generalisations about members of social groups, often prejudical 

 

Estimator Variables-  

Factors that influence the accuracy of eyewitness testimony, but are not under the 

 control of the criminal justice system 

 -Occur after the incedent nd impact on the storage and retrieval stages of 

 memory 

 -EG Police interview techniques and police line ups 

 

Age 

 -Overall, young adults tend to be superior to children and older adults in 

 terms of amount and accuracy of recall 

 -Also more likely to make wrong statement 

 

Sex 
 -No sold evidence 

 

Race 
 -More likely to identify a person of own race 

 

Perceptual Expertise theories 

 -Increased exposure to own race persons makes better at processing racial 

 features of them. Eg. can see difference in chinese 

 



 

 

Social Cognitive Theories 

 -People think categorically about other race persons so process and encode 

 category specific features Eg. short chinese man 

 -Other hand think individually about own race Eg. Blonde, tanned, light blue 

 eyes, big nose etc. 

 

Illumination 
 -Lighting and time of day can influence memory 

 

Duration 

 -Amount of exposure time influence memory 

 

Stress 
 -Violence and trauma often associated with hieghtened lvls of stress 

 -These vary from person to person 

 -This relationship between stress and performance is non-linear 

 -Higher or lower levels of arousal interfere with performance 

 

 Notable researches 

 -Yullie and Cutshall (1986) - 30% of participants correctly identified critical  

 info in a violent attack compared to only 4% without the shooting 

 

Post event Info 

 

Theoretical explanations: 

 Alteration hypothesis: Original memory has been altered or transformed into 

 a new memory 

 

 Coexistence HypothesisL Original memory and altered memory exists 

 

 Source Misattribution theory: Post even info is incorrectly attributed to the  



 

 

  original memory 

 

Potential Source: Media, Witnesses, police 

 

Witnesses Often discuss what is seen prior to being interviewed by police 

Research suggests contamination caused by transfer of post event info 

 

 

Discussion 
 -Has the potential to improve accuracy of information  

 

Practical Implications: 

 -Inform Police 

 -Inform Witnesses 

 -Self administered cognitive interview 

 

Influence of post event information: Eg. talking to other witnesses and mixing up  

 your story and theirs. 

 

The Weapon focus effect 
 

System Variable 
 

-Factors that influence the accuracy of eyewitness testimony and are under the  

 control of the criminal justice system 

-Occur after the incident and impact on the storage and retrieval stages of memory 

E.G. of System Variables 

 -Capacity of investigatory procedures used by the criminal justice system to 

  gather accurate descriptive and identification evidence 

 -Police interview techniques 

 -Line up procedures 



 

 

 

Descriptive Evidence 
-Interviewing witnesses provides the opportunity to gather important info about the 

 incident 

-But it is possible to contaminate witnesses’ memories with post-event information 

 

Potential Sources 

 -Media 

 -Witnesses 

 -Police 

 

Police 

 -Use of leading questions 

 -Introduction of misleading information 

 

Loftus & Palmer (1974) and Loftus (1975) shows: 

 -That people can be influenced by leading questions 

 -People can develop false memories for events that did not happen on the  

 basis of misleading information 

 

Police interview techniques 

Essential that police interviews maximise the amount of accurate information called 

and minimise the risk of contamination 

 

 

Cognitive Interview 

 -Developed for use with witnesses 

 -Aims to reduce the use of leading questions as well as the introduction of  

 misleading information 

 

-Introduction 



 

 

-Open-ended narrative 

-Probing (gaining additional information) 

-Review 

-Close 

 

Techniques 

Cognitive interview incorporates four main techniques 

 1) Recreating context: Assumed that a person’s memory of an incident is   

 influenced by the context that existed at the time of the incident. Bring  

 the person back to the memory (eg. taking person back to crime scene) 

 2) Focused attention: Assumed people have a general and highly detailed  

 memories. Focus your attention on… is their anything else you can   

 recall 

 3) Multiple retrieval attempts: Assumed that people’s memory retrieval is like 

  a search process. Asking them to go through it a second time 

 4) Varied retrieval: Assumed people naturally recall events in chronological 

  order from their own perspective. Try recall it from the incident and go 

  backwards or describe from another persons perspective    

 (Controversial) 

 
 


